Ech = 1:x

"1" revolution without ignition is not necessary.
With "0" , the engine starts more quickly
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Retard: -1°. A security to reduce the programmed values
with an optional connector from "pin19" to "ground".

Ignitech TCIP4 V96 and V88 are the same unit.
You can upgrade a V88 with an uploader V96
More informations: http://www.ignitech.cz/en/
When the engine is stopped you must read in monitoring
the ambient air pressure found for your place
in a weather report site (from 99 to 104 kPa).
If you find a difference (98 or 103 kPa read for 101 kPa real)
you must adjust the default value 120 kPa for 4.75v.
Caution: the value is Ok after "Programing".

Acceleration
Motor brake

The default parameters by Ignitech for VS 800 are wrong.
Special settings with "second edge" for max advance
reduce the "dwell by lobe" duration.
The real "base advance" for electric starter is 3°. Never change it.
Sometimes, the wires of channels are inverted. Explosion in the exhausts!
So you must reverse the numbers of lobes in the software.

Mountain pass 2500m over the sea.
Level of the sea.

USB-Serial converter (optional by Ignitech)
Caution! A bad converter from China may cause troubles!

Ignitech TCI-P4 V96 with an Intake Air Pressure works like the Magneti-Marelli Digiplex system from the nineties.
With present components. Consumption and pollution are reduced. Ignition timings are adjusted with altimetry and engine load.
Tested with success during four years (40 000 kms)
Keying with "Clouseau Stage 1" carburation kit (including reduced main jets), NGK Iridium spark plugs and SP95E10 (chart 1).

IgniTech TCI-P4 V96 with IAP sensor 120kPa. Keying with CS1.

101 kPa

Sachs Roadster 800 / Suzuki VS 800GL Intruder / Suzuki VX 800 USA CA

"second chart" by switching "pin8" to "ground"
activates the "Advance 2" map for SP98E5

